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Abstract: Next-generation communication systems and wearable technologies aim to achieve high
data rates, low energy consumption, and massive connections because of the extensive increase
in the number of Internet-of-Things (IoT) and wearable devices. These devices will be employed
for many services such as cellular, environment monitoring, telemedicine, biomedical, and smart
traffic, etc. Therefore, it is challenging for the current communication devices to accommodate
such a high number of services. This article summarizes the motivation and potential of the 6G
communication system and discusses its key features. Afterward, the current state-of-the-art of 5G
antenna technology, which includes existing 5G antennas and arrays and 5G wearable antennas, are
summarized. The article also described the useful methods and techniques of exiting antenna design
works that could mitigate the challenges and concerns of the emerging 5G and 6G applications. The
key features and requirements of the wearable antennas for next-generation technology are also
presented at the end of the paper.

Keywords: antenna; array; internet of things; shared aperture antenna; microwaves; mm-wave; THz;
satellite; 5G; 6G

1. Introduction

The global mobile data traffic has been increased dramatically in recent years due to
high demand in secure, fast, and large data transmission rates in many recent and advanced
applications, including broadcasting, Internet of Things (IoT), automobiles, smart cities,
energy, emergencies communication, and wearable devices. This has put a lot of pressure
on the current 3G/4G/WiFi wireless communication systems to upgrade their capacity
and performance. Each generation of mobile and wireless communication systems has
been established to meet those demands. Nevertheless, the data hungry devices used in
the above-mentioned applications have increased a lot and require huge data rates [1,2].

One potential way of enhancing capacity and data rates in the current and future mo-
bile and wireless generations is the bandwidth [3,4]. The data rates are directly proportional
to the bandwidth. The higher bandwidth provides higher data rates [5,6]. However, current
frequency bands, i.e., 1.7 GHz GSM band, 1.8 GHz 4G/LTE band, 2.0 GHz 4G/LTE band,
2.1 LTE band, and 2.6 GHz band, provide limited bandwidth. Recently, high-frequency
bands including 24 GHz (n258), 28 GHz (n257 and n261), 37 GHz (n260), and 39 GHz (n260)
in addition to some future recommended bands, i.e., 47 and 60 GHz, have been considered
for 5G applications [7–16]. Those high-frequency bands, also called mm-wave bands, can
provide significantly large bandwidth (more than 500 MHz). Nevertheless, the current
5G communication still uses the sub-6 GHz band, i.e., 3.3 GHz to 4.2 GHz (n77 and n78),
and 4.4 GHz to 5 GHz (n79). The 5G frequency bands are listed in Figure 1. Although
some advancements have been accomplished, i.e., use of a more advanced and larger num-
ber of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas [17–19] to improve the wireless
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communication system, the data rates are still limited due to the narrow bandwidth at
sub-6 GHz [6].
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In the last few years, substantial work has been presented by considering massive
MIMO and mm-wave bands for 5G. In massive-MIMO technology, the implementation of a
large number of antennas at both the base station (1000′s of antennas) and handheld devices
(10′s of antennas) is required [19,21–23]. Multiple antennas of wireless communication
systems especially at mmWave and THz provide the ability to considerably improve service
quality. However, because acquiring accurate instantaneous channel state information (CSI)
can use a significant fraction of bandwidth, the systems that depend on statistical CSI are
preferred [24,25].

However, the main challenge is the limited available space, especially in mobile,
wearable, and other handheld devices. The current mobile terminals and wearable devices,
which operate at several bands, i.e., 3G, 4G, WiFi, and GPS, are already congested and
are becoming smarter and more compact. Hence, multiband and more compact antennas
are desirable.

In mm-wave communication, the path loss is significantly high [26,27]. Thus, the
used antenna should have high directive gain radiation patterns towards the direction of
propagation of waves in order to mitigate that path loss. Another big challenge in many
applications, i.e., in mobile communication at both microwave and mm-wave bands, is
that the direction of communication is not consistent. In other words, the location and
orientation of the mobile phone with respect to the base station are unknown. Thus,
unprecedented and novel techniques that provide the full antenna beam coverage and
stable radiation patterns with higher directive gain are needed. Moreover, in transition to
mm-wave 5G communication, 3G/4G/WiFi and sub-6 GHz 5G still exist. Hence, integrated
antenna modules using shared aperture antenna structures are also necessary.

Moreover, the coverage area is another important aspect of the recent and future
communication system. The 5G systems are ground-based and still unable to provide
full coverage with the same amount of data rates for outdoor communications, including
air, ocean, and rural or remote areas. Thus, space communication systems, which are
complementary to terrestrial communication systems, are expected to integrate with 5G
systems to form a fully integrated 6G communication system [2,6,27–29], see Figure 2. From
the previous mobile transitions where each generation takes almost one decade (i.e., 1G
1980s, 2G 1990s, 3G 2000s, 4G 2010s, 5G 2020s), it is expected that 6G will be applied by
2030 or before due to the development in the transition technologies. The details of an
integrated 6G communication system are given in the next section. The structure of the
paper is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The structure of the paper.

Towards 6G Communication: 5G Antennas, Arrays, and Wearable Devices

1. Introduction

2. Towards 6G
Communication

2.1. Key Features

2.2. 6G Frequency Spectrum

3. 5G Antennas,
Arrays and

Wearable Devices

3.1. Antennas For 5G Handhold Devices

3.1.1. 5G Antennas According
to Operational Approach

Beam Steerable Antenna

Switchable Phase Array

Dual Polarized Antenna

3.1.2. 5G Antennas According
to The Operational

Frequency Band

Sub- 6 GHz 5G Antennas

mm-wave Antennas

Sub-6GHz and mm-wave
Antennas

3.2. Antenna for Access Points

3.3. Antennas at THz Frequency Bands

3.4. 5G Wearable Antennas
3.4.1. Sub-6GHz 5G Wearable Antennas

3.4.2. mm-wave 5G Wearable Antennas

4. Conclusions

Currently, there are many speculations and health concerns related to 5G technol-
ogy especially at mm-wave bands (>24 GHz). It can be noted that the mm-wave band
technology already exists in current systems, i.e., security screening systems at airports,
police radar guns, satellites, and remote sensors. Those systems do not cause any health
issues. Similarly, in 5G/6G communication systems, there is no evidence available so far
for causing any health issues. Nevertheless, the signal attenuation is the main restriction for
the communication system at higher frequency bands. Therefore, the suggested solutions
can be summarized by antenna systems with very high gain surrounding the handheld
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device (i.e., MIMO, phased array) or increasing the transmitted power. Therefore, in both
scenarios, the impact of the signal on the human body should be a concern. In the previous
mobile generations, the specific absorption rate was used to describe this impact. However,
with this new frequency range, there is no SAR standard. Therefore, the power density is
used to calculate this impact, and it is mentioned and calculated in our previous published
paper in [30].

2. Towards 6G Communication System

The 6G communication is already obtaining its conceptual development and shape [1,2,6,27].
Huge demand for data rates has resulted in the transition and upgrade of already in use
5G technology to 6G communication systems with a focus on ultra-low latency, amazing
capacity, ultra-high security, and wider coverage of broadcast and mobile within academia
and industry. Based on the current literature, the envision communication system of 6G is
shown in Figure 2. It typically targets all possible communication scenarios, including ter-
restrial wireless communication networks, GEO/LEO satellites, intelligent transportation,
and massive IoT. It covers large geographical areas, including urban, rural, remote, ocean,
and air. The key features of the 6G communication system are discussed in Section 2.1,
while they are listed in Figure 3, along with their application scenarios.
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It is understood from the current literature that the 6G communication system will
be a mixture of sub-6 GHz, mm-wave, and THz bands [2,6,27]. It is further discussed in
Section 2.1. Thus, from an antenna design perspective, multiband and shared aperture
antennas, which reduce overall antenna footprint, especially in handheld and wearable
devices, will be preferred to transmit and receive those wireless signals at those bands.
Sections 3 and 4 discuss the latest published papers targeting sub-6 GHz, mm-wave, and
THz bands based on antennas, arrays, and wearable devices.

2.1. Key Features

1. Connectivity: One of the key features of the transition from 5G to 6G is massive
connectivity. A massive number of IoTs are expected to be connected with each
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other either in line of sight or non-line of sight scenarios. Uninterrupted connectiv-
ity will be achieved using artificial-intelligent-assisted reconfigurable meta-surfaces.
Connectivity in large areas is expected to be achieved using integrated satellite and
5G networks.

2. Mobility: Intelligent transport systems with very high speed are expected. Ultra-low
latency in data communication will improve the transportation system. The peak
speed that is considered in 6G is 1000 Km/h for airline communication scenarios,
which is much higher than 5G [31].

3. Security: Data privacy and security are essential aspects of any communication system,
especially in the defense and banking sectors, as shown in Figure 3. By applying deep
learning and artificial intelligence technologies in physical and network layers, the
security will be improved in deceives, infrastructures, and assets in 6G networks.

4. Broadcasting: New multimedia services and infrastructures with the focus on ultra-
high video streaming, live broadcasting, and entertainment will be available in 6G.
That excellent quality of service will be achieved by a mixture of satellites, cables, and
mobile technologies.

5. Ubiquity: The coverage area is expected to be larger compared to 5G systems. The
6G systems will include space and maritime communication along with ground-
based communication to achieve large coverage and higher data rates. It will be
available using a combination of GEO/LEO satellite and terrestrial networks. This
is very important, especially for communication in aeroplanes, ships, and people
living/working in remote areas.

6. Data Rates: According to Shannon’s equation, the data rates directly proportional to
capacity can be improved by enhancing bandwidth and the number of antennas. The
mm-wave/THz bands provide significantly high bandwidth from 1 to 10 GHz. Hence,
both techniques, a massive number of antennas and a Mm-wave/THz band, are direct
methods to achieve a higher demand of data rates. It is expected to achieve 1 Tbps,
which is higher than 5G in both up and downlinks [6,31]. The higher data rates are
significant in almost all sectors, including ultra-high-definition video streaming, large
data files in offices, etc.

2.2. The 6G Frequency Spectrums

In the transition to the 5G communication system, the 3G/4G/WiFi communication
systems still exist. Thus, communication at sub-6 GHz will continue to function and will be
part of 6G communication. The recent 5G communication, especially in mobile communica-
tion, has already been started and operates at sub-6 GHz bands. The sub-6 GHz bands for
5G are different in different countries, i.e., at 3100–3550 and 3700–4200 MHz in the United
States, 3400–3800 MHz in Europe, 3300–3600 and 4800–5000 MHz in China and 3500 MHz
in South Korea [32]. Broad bandwidth is expected at a higher frequency, which ultimately
increases the data rates. Therefore, mm-wave bands from 30 to 100 GHz along with THz
frequency bands from 100 GHz to 300 GHz are expected to be used in 6G communication [6].
Hence, the 6G communication system will be a combination of sub-6 GHz (BW < 0.1 GHz),
mm-wave bands (BW > 0.5 GHz), and THz bands (BW > 10 GHz). The chart is also shown
in Figure 4, showing expected frequency spectrums for 6G communication with their
related bandwidth.
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3. 5G Antennas, Arrays, and Wearable Devices

In order to design an effective antenna for a 5G handheld and mobile phone devices,
several fundamental challenges need to be considered, especially at the mm-wave range.
Two of those challenges are the free space loss (FSL) and atmospheric absorption (AA) that
have high values due to the higher frequency of millimeter ranges [15]. Furthermore, FSL
and AA allow for the reuse of the spectrum due to the limit of interference amount between
adjacent cells. Although relatively lower losses and ease of technology can be achieved at
lower microwave frequencies, these frequencies suffer from a lower data rate, high latency,
and vice versa for the mm-wave range.

In addition, the 5G mm-wave antenna in wearable devices becomes even more chal-
lenging because the manufacturing process and tolerances at higher frequencies signifi-
cantly affect its performance. Several aspects need to be taken into account when designing
a wearable antenna for 5G applications for the utilization as an integrable part of worn
devices. The details are given in the following sections.

3.1. Antennas for 5G Handheld Devices

As discussed in the introduction, the spectrum of the mobile communications systems
below 3 GHz bands has been occupied through the last decade. This spectrum range suffers
from high shortages and cannot keep up with the fast growth in the communications sys-
tems rate for the near future. A necessary solution for 5G wireless communication is the use
of mm-wave bands to enhance communication quality [7–16]. However, communication
systems at microwave frequencies still exist and will be part of future communication.

For the microwave range, small footprint, low cost, and stable radiation patterns are
the main requirements, while at the mm-wave range, an antenna with wideband, stable
radiation features and high gain (directive beam preferred) is desired to overcome high
propagation loss at that frequency. The reported antennas in the literature can be classified
according to two approaches: beam coverage concept and operational frequency concept.
The 5G antennas are studied according to the beam coverage concept in the following parts.

3.1.1. 5G Antennas according to Operational Approach
Beam Steerable Antenna

The phased array antennas have significant challenges to implement inside the mobile
handset because of size limitations [33]; the phased array is integrated with a phase shifter
and digital beamforming to provide the same functions as a steerable antenna. Furthermore,
many studies are introduced to solve this issue, which includes using patch [13], slot [34]
and dipole antenna arrays [35]. These methods mainly use one-dimensional linear arrays,
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with a fan-shaped beam pattern, on separate substrates, positioned in the cellular handset
to achieve a broad beam coverage and high gain within the restricted mobile size [36–41].

Bang et al. [7] introduced a dual-mode scenario of the proposed antenna arrays for
the talking and data modes, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. These two modes are introduced
for beam-steering to provide high gain and wide coverage. The suggested antenna by the
authors consists of two subarrays, each array with eight rotated slot antenna elements. The
antenna is printed on the top of the upper frame and the handset’s back cover portion.
According to the operating mode, the subarray is selected. The first subarray is positioned
on the handset’s back cover to reduce the effect of the antenna on the user’s head and is
operated when the handset is in talking mode. In contrast, the second antenna is placed
on the front frame of the handset to operate in the browsing mode or data mode because
the browsing mode needs a radiation pattern such as the hemispherical; this antenna is
designed to operate at 28 GHz. In contrast, Zangh et al. [42] provided an antenna array
consisting of two passive parasitic elements and one active element. Two switches are
utilized in this design to control the steering beam. Two short circuit microstrip transmission
lines with different lengths are connected with the switches. Two antenna arrays are printed
on the sidewall of the mobile chassis to provide a 180◦ coverage angle. However, this
antenna provides a good coverage angle with each state of switches but suffers from high
complexity, 3D structures, and high loss in switches.
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B. Switchable Phased Array

The phased array covers only 360◦, so the switchable phased array is introduced
to cover all angles using more than one antenna. Figure 7 shows the different radiation
pattern shapes that can be used for 4G and 5G mobile phones. According to the shape of
the radiation pattern and to cover all angles, at least three antennas will be needed for a 5G
portable handset. Ojaroudiparchin et al. [13] introduced three printed antenna arrays in
the mobile substrate’s three different sides, as shown in Figure 8. Each sub-array consists
of eight rectangular patch antennas with a half-wavelength distance between the patches
elements and fed by coaxial probes. This antenna operates from 21 to 22 GHz. To obtain
the desired direction for the beam, the feed switches between the three sub-arrays. To select
one from the three sub-arrays, a microwave switch kit is used to connect the feeding source
to a power divider that connects to the phase shifter kit before each array.
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Dual Polarized Antenna

Mastering the dual-polarized antennas to introduce a solution for enhancing the isola-
tion and channel capacity makes these antennas a good candidate for MIMO smartphone
designs [9,14,32,43–48]. In [49], Li et al., presented a dual-polarized antenna with eight
elements for 5G smartphones, consisting of four C-shaped coupled fed elements and four
L-shaped monopole slot elements to operate at sub-6 GHz. On a thick 1 mm FR-4 substrate,
the four C-shaped elements are printed in the middle, while the four L-shaped elements are
printed at the corners. Levels of 12.5 and 15 dB are achieved as the isolation and the cross-
polarization, respectively. Zaho et al. [33] introduced an antenna for 5G/WLAN based on
the integration between a cross bow-tie antenna and inverted cone monopole antenna for
horizontal and vertical polarization. A separate power divider and phase shifter are created
to be utilized as a feeding network where a 90◦ phase difference feeding network feeds the
cross bow-tie antenna. In [50], Huang et al. proposed a dual-polarised antenna consisting
of the main radiator, an annulus, and a reflector. The main radiator transmits energy to
the coplanar patch through two pairs of differentially driven feedlines. For isolation and
cross-polarization, this structure achieves 26 and 35 dB, respectively. In [51], an eight-port
dual-polarized antenna array is reported, which is made up of four square loops, each of
which is driven by two connected orthogonal feeding strips. Parchin et al. [14] employed a
4 square slot ring antenna to achieve dual-polarization, as shown in Figure 9. Each square
ring slot is fed by two microstrip lines to achieve dual-polarization. The antennas are
positioned at the four corners of the PCB to provide full coverage with dual-polarization.
Two rings are printed with each antenna and operate as parasitic elements to provide
isolation between the two ports of the antenna.
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In [30], to fulfill the demands of 5G devices, a low-profile dual-polarized MIMO
antenna with good isolation was developed. For a 28 GHz dual-polarized smartphone
antenna, the integration of a vertically polarized slot and a horizontally polarized slot
is applied. To achieve high gain, the antenna is paired with a meta-surface (MTS). The
two-slot antennas feed the MTS. Two small slots are etched from the MTS and aligned
with the antenna’s slots to increase the coupling between the antenna and the MTS. The
proposed antenna’s arrangement with the MTS layer is depicted in Figure 10. With a
dielectric constant of 3.38 and a thickness of 0.2 mm, the suggested antenna is printed
on Rogers 4003C. The performance of MTS at 28 GHz is investigated using characteristic
mode analysis. The antenna achieves high isolation coefficients of greater than 40 dB and
cross-polarization of less than −40 dB based on simulated and actual data.
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Figure 10. Configuration of the MIMO antenna with the MTS [30]; (a) 3D structure, (b) top view, and
(c) view of the antenna inside mobile housing.

Table 2 presents a comparison between the proposed antenna and the referenced dual-
polarized antennas, while Table 3 compares between MIMO antennas of smartphones. It is
easy to note that the multi-layers and complex feeding structure are the two main aspects for
achieving dual-polarization in [52–56]. Although the antenna in [48] is designed on a single
layer, it has a highly complex feeding network to achieve dual-polarization. Compared to
the other works, the dual-slot antenna in [30] features the benefits of high gain and wide
bandwidth, high isolation, high cross-polarization, low profile, and compatibility with dual-
polarization for 5G applications. On the other hand, the eight-element MIMO antennas
for smartphones are reported in [32,55–57], but all those antennas have thick height except
the antenna in [57] that has a thickness of 0.8 mm. The study of the antenna effect on the
human body is not introduced in the aforementioned MIMO antennas. Furthermore, these
papers achieve low efficiency and low isolation between its ports except the antenna that is
introduced in [58], which achieves high efficiency (90%) and accepts isolation between its
ports (20 dB). Otherwise, the antenna in [30] achieves high isolation between its ports, high
gain, high efficiency, and very thin thickness compared to all antennas as mentioned above.
The proposed work introduces a comprehensive study for all environments of smartphones
and their effect on antenna performance and vice versa.
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Table 2. Dual-polarized antennas for 5G handheld devices.

Ref Freq. (GHz) Size (λ0
3)

Gain
(dBi)

Isolation
(dB)

X-Pol
(dB) Complicated Remarks

[52] 8.16–11.15 1.37 × 1.37 × 0.222 13 39 42 High
• Based on an

integrated cavity
• Six layers.

[53] 30.1–30.9 3.2 × 3.2 × 0.1 3.8 20 25 High • Multilayer organic
buildup substrates

[54] 2.4–4.12 1.75 × 1.75 × 0.02 8.6 35 20 Medium

• Two substrates
• Dual-pol
• Circular dipole
• Microstrip line

Balun feed

[55] 27.5–29.5 2.7 × 2.54 × 0.10 7.48 18 10 High • SIW horn antenna
• 3 layers

[56] 1.88–2.9 1.73 × 1.03 × 0.144 9.4 30 20 High

• Fed by parallel strip
line balun.

• Bulk structure
• 3 layers

[48] 1.86–2.97 0.93 × 0.93 × 0.004 4.5 26 28 High
• H-shaped slot antenna
• 90◦ phase shift

feeding network.

[30] 25.5–30 0.83 × 0.83 × 0.03 11 40 40 Low
• Low profile
• Two orthogonal slots
• Dual feed

Table 3. MIMO antenna for 5G smartphones.

Ref. MIMO
Order

Phone
Board
(mm2)

Thickness
(mm) ECC Dual-Pol.

(X.P)
Isolation

(dB)
Gain
(dBi)

Eff.
(%) Remarks

[49] 8 136 × 68 5 0.15 yes (15) 12.5 NA 55
• L-shaped monopole

slot with C-shaped
coupled-fed

[59] 8 150 × 75 6.2 0.08 No 11 NA 42
• Dual band @3.5 GHz,

and 5 GHz
• 3D folded monopole

[57] 8 150 × 80 0.8 0.05 No 17.5 NA 62 • Open slot antenna

[58] 8 NA 1.93 NA Yes (18.3) 20 7 90
• Yagi-uda
• 3 layers structure
• Endfire radiation

[30] 8 100 × 60 0.4 0.001 Yes (40) 40 11 90
• Two orthogonal slots
• Dual feed lines
• Low profile

[60] 8 158 × 77.8 0.38 0.001 No 16/25 2/7
• Dual-band 2 GHz

and 28 GHz
• Tapered slot antenna

3.1.2. 5G Antennas according to the Operational Frequency Band

This part discusses 5G antennas based on the operating frequency, which includes
sub-6 GHz band antennas, mm-wave band antennas, and dual-band antennas at sub-6 GHz
and mm-wave band.
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Sub-6 GHz 5G Antennas

Most of the reported antennas for lower 5G bands either integrate with previous
2G/3G/4G bands or work only for 5G sub-6 GHz, and they need a large radiator to resonate
at the lower frequency bands mostly using a monopole antenna. During the last few years,
some substantial studies have been carried out to address the requirements of 5G antennas
only [30,61–68] or 4G/5G antennas [69–78]. The antennas in [61–64] are introduced to
serve only the lower bands of 5G (sub-6-GHz) as shown in Figures 11a–c and 12a–d. Such
types of antennas that only serve lower 5G bands [61,69] are similar to those existing for
previous mobile generations such as monopole [79–81], meander [82–85], open slot [86],
slotted ground [87], PIFA [88], and loop [89].
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mm-Wave Antennas

For the upper band of 5G, different antennas configurations are reported in the
literature [30,65,66,90–92]. In [93], a dual-polarized frame integrated antenna is intro-
duced to serve in the mobile handset at the mm-wave range. The antenna is shown in
Figure 13, which has dual-polarized cavity-backed bow-tie slot arrays integrated on the
frame of the mobile handset. Each array consists of a 4-bow-tie slot unit, which operates at
27.3–28.2 GHz and achieves a gain of 12.8 dBi. The orthogonal orientation of the antennas
successfully reduces the mutual coupling between the adjacent element to be 13 dB. In
comparison, Paola et al. [65] used the concept of the planar Yagi-uda antennas, which are
printed on a small portion of the mobile PCB, as shown in Figure 14. Five antennas are
printed on the shortage edge of the board and pointing in different directions to achieve
wide beam steering. This antenna achieves a wide impedance bandwidth from 26 to
40 GHz with a maximum gain of 8 dBi.
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Sub 6 GHz and mm-Wave Antennas

A connected slot antenna array (CSAA) is introduced in [10,73,92,94–97] to operate at
microwave bands and mm-wave bands. In the CSAA, the small length slots are connected
in series to offer a large slot for microwave range. The distance between successive feeders is
the main parameter to control the resonant frequency equal to the half-guided wavelength.
Figure 15 illustrates the CSAA configuration, consisting of eight feeders for mm-wave and
a single feeder for lower frequency. In order to enhance the inherent property of the narrow
bandwidth of a slot antenna at a lower frequency, a tuning varactor is applied.
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The hybrid approach is another solution to achieve dual bands; each band is achieved
by different radiators in such antennas, but the main challenge is the size limitation. In
order to reduce the size of the antenna, Ikram et al. [74] as shown in Figure 16 introduced a
compact size antenna based on a ground slot to integrate lower and upper bands of 5G by
exciting different radiating modes. The mm-wave antenna is embedded inside the footprint
of the microwave antenna to compromise the antenna structure. The large rectangular
slot is utilized to operate at 0.8 and 2 GHz by exciting two different modes. At the same
time, the mm-wave band is covered using four Vivaldi elements that are connected in a
parallel configuration to achieve a high directive pattern at 28 GHz. The concept of MIMO
is applied to achieve diversity of radiation patterns. The full configuration is shown in
Figure 16.
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On the other hand, a triple-band antenna is reported in [98] for dual-band operation in
the mm-wave frequencies (28 and 38 GHz); the suggested antenna consists of a microstrip
patch radiator with an inverted U-shaped slot. A compact microstrip resonant cell (CMRC)
low pass filter (LPF) connects a meandering radiating structure to a microstrip patch
radiator, allowing these structures to be integrated and operate at 3.5 GHz. By adding the
radiator slot, an LPF, the truncated ground, and a meandering line structure, the suggested
antenna achieves a compact dimension of 22 by 10 by 0.508 mm as shown in Figure 17.
The proposed MIMO antenna demonstrates wide impedance bandwidth (at −10 dB) of
12.9%, 5.8%, and 2.4% at 3.5, 28, and 38 GHz, respectively, without using an external
decoupling structure.
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3.2. Antennas for 5G Access Points

Zhang et al. [99] utilized a cavity-backed slot antenna (CBSA) integrated with a
bandpass frequency selective service (FSS) to operate at around 25 GHz, see Figure 18a,b.
The FSS is reused as radiator patches at the lower frequency band to cover the lower 5G
band at 2.6 GHz. The whole structure consists of 4× 4 CBSA and covers a band from 23.4
to 26.1 GHz, and the FSS is used to enhance the antenna performance and increase the gain
to be about 15 dBi on average along with covering the lower band from 2.48 to 2.66 GHz
with a gain of 8 dBi as shown in Figure 18c,d.

While in [97], the concept of shared aperture cavity slot antenna based on thick patch
is reported, a large cavity is designed to operate at the lower frequency (S-band) with
large dimensions. It is divided into 16 small cavities served at the Ka-band. Eight of these
Ka-band antenna elements emit a +45◦ slanted polarisation (SP) wave, while the other
half emits a −45◦ SP wave. Coaxial cables feed these units, which are organized in a
checkerboard pattern. The S-band feeding structure is a microstrip-fed slot that runs the
thick patches in S-band as a TM010 mode. The antenna demonstrates good performance in
terms of impedance bandwidth over the S-band (3.44–3.56 GHz) and the Ka-band (27.54–
28.46 GHz); the measurement findings reveal realized gains of 4.06–5.35 and 12.0–14.5 dBi,
respectively, see Figure 19. Table 4 summarizes the features of the aforementioned antennas
and others reported in the literature to make it easy for the readers to compare between
them in terms of operating frequency (lower and upper band), MIMO implementation,
number of ports, isolation, gain and board size.
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Table 4. Comparison between 5G antennas according to the operating frequency.

Ref. Size of Board
mm3 Freq. (GHz) MIMO Supporting

mmWave
No. of
Ports

Gain at
mmWave

Isolation
(dB)

[100] 104 × 104 × 0.51 2.45, 2.6, 5.2, 24, 28 Yes Yes 4-LB
4-UB 11 16

[101] 31.2 × 31.2 × 1.757 24 Yes Yes 8-UB 6.4 15

[102] 40 × 25 × 1.524 5.2, 24 No Yes 1-LB
1-UB 7 35

[103] 15 × 15 × 0.48 2.4, 5.2, 60 No Yes 1-LB
1-UB 15 NA

[104] 35 × 33 × 0.24 2.45, 5.2, 5.8, 60 No Yes 1-LB
1-UB 6 20

[99] 90 × 90 × 9.5 2.6, 26 Yes Yes 1-LB
4-UB 16 15

[97] 40 × 40 × 3.8 3.5, 28 No Yes 1-LB
16-UB 13 NA

[74] 150 × 75 × 0.51 0.8, 1.9–2.6, 28 Yes Yes 4-LB
4-UB 9.5 10

[69] 140 × 70 × 5.8 0.9, 1.8, 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 3.5 Yes No 8-LB – 10

[105] 64 × 64 × 1.52 2.45, 5.2, 2.3–3.8 Yes No 8-LB – 9

[65] 130 × 70 × 0.78 26–40 Yes Yes 4-UB 8 20

LB is the lower band and UB is the upper band.

3.3. Antennas at THz Frequency Bands

As discussed before, THz frequency bands from 100 to 300 GHz are considered for 6G
communication. Antenna design complexity increases at such higher frequencies, which in
return creates more challenges in terms of material selection, design process, fabrication
techniques, and experimental validations. Hence, this section presents an overview of
recently published 6G antenna designs.

Some antenna types in the recent existing literature have been considered for 6G THz
bands [106–109]. In [106], a conical horn antenna is presented at a 300 GHz band. The horn
antenna provides directive high gain radiation patterns, which are desirable at 300 GHz,
with a very large bandwidth from 270 to 330 GHz. This is an extraordinary performance
satisfying the 6G requirements. The antenna is realized using the electrical discharge
machining technique. Another antenna design is presented in [107] at the 60 GHz band. A
printed circuit board technology was used to develop an antenna in a package. Antenna
in a package technology is low cost and very useful for high-frequency applications. The
whole antenna design with its design evolution steps is shown in Figure 20. Another low-
profile fully metallic antenna with a high gain performance at 292 GHz is published in [108].
The antenna provides a 5 GHz bandwidth from 292 to 297 GHz. The antenna fabrication
process is realized by laser technology. On the other hand, a dielectric waveguide is used
for different techniques to achieve high gain, directive, compact size, and high-efficiency
antennas in the sub-THz range [110,111] and CMOS technologies [112,113].
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3.4. 5G Wearable Antennas

The demand for wearable devices has grown tremendously in the last decade. The
number of connected wearable electronic devices has increased by more than 100% in the
last 4 years, rising from 325 million in 2016 to about 720 million in the year 2019 [114–118].
As technology continues growing at a high rate, these devices are expected to reach
1.1 billion by 2022 [116]. A wearable antenna is one of the essential elements of the wear-
able electronics that are utilized for several wearable applications ranging from medical
to military to entertainment and other daily-use wearable devices [117], as can be seen
in Figure 21. A few examples that include wearable antennas are medical devices and
monitoring patient health, smartwatches with incorporated small antennas, military track-
ing and navigation systems, body-worn camera with WiFi and Bluetooth, and wearable
athletic devices, etc. [119–124]. Nevertheless, the design of the wearable antenna is critical,
particularly for 5G mm-Wave and IoT applications in which the manufacturing process
and tolerances at higher frequencies have a huge effect on its performance. There are also
several aspects that need to be taken into account when designing a wearable antenna for
5G applications for the utilization as an integrable part of worn devices [117]. They need
to be conformal/flexible, robust, and operate with minimum performance degradation
in close vicinity with the human body. It is well-known that the human body tends to
degrade antenna efficiency and gain due to the natural losses of the body tissues, and
thus the implementation environment needs to be considered during the design process
to achieve a highly stable and robust 5G wearable antenna [125]. The wearable antenna
should also effectively operate under different bending conditions as part of the important
requirements for such devices. On the other hand, the utilized materials as substrates and
conductive parts for the wearable antennas are very important [126]. They must be chosen
carefully to provide the required mechanical/physical features such as bending, wrapping,
and sometimes washing while maintaining minimal influence on the performance [127].
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In the following subsections, we go through the state-of-the-art of 5G wearable anten-
nas, which includes a summary of the presented structures, techniques, materials substrates,
and performances. In fact, there are a plethora of different kinds of wearable antennas
that have been utilized for numerous wearable electronic devices, as can be found in the
literature [125,128–131]. However, these antennas are mainly proposed for 4G, 3G, and
older technologies. The recent progress on wearable antennas for 5G applications is limited
to a few works. This is due to the fact that the 5G and future 6G technologies are still recent
and the classical optimization methods of wearable antennas are not always suitable to
achieve the requirements of these advanced technologies.

3.4.1. Sub-6 GHz 5G Wearable Antennas

A conventional modified microstrip patch antenna is designed on a thin (0.125 mm)
layer of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate for 5G applications [132]. The conduc-
tive part of the antenna was made of silver nanoparticles using inkjet printer technology.
The overall dimensions of the reported antenna are 60 × 75 mm2, and the final fabricated
prototype is shown in Figure 22. The antenna operates at around 5 GHz and over the X-
band region and demonstrated a maximum gain of 5dBi and about 38% radiation efficiency.
The utilized polymer substrate and silver nanoparticles conductive ink technologies with
the presented antenna in [132] is of great interest for wearable antennas as it is compatible
for wearing and has sufficient flexibility, efficiency, and robustness. However, the antenna
dimensions are quite large for integration with compact wearable devices, and further
optimization techniques to miniaturize the overall size of the antenna are demanded.
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sion) [132].

A conformal dielectric resonator wristwatch-like wearable antenna for sub-6 GHz
5G and IoT applications is described in [133]. The 3D structure of the dielectric resonator
antenna allows the excitation of various operating modes in one antenna and thus makes
it feasible to suit different applications. The other advantages of the dielectric resonator
techniques are also the operating wideband and high gain and efficiency characteristics.
However, the 3D structure and commonly high-profile features of this type of antenna
are not favorable for flexible/wearable antennas. A modified coplanar feeding technique
has been utilized in [133] to provide good isolation between the radiating aperture and
the platform. The isolation is achieved by a metal plane that acts as a barrier and hence
minimizes the unfavorable interferences from the platform and users. It can be noticed that
the presented conformal dielectric resonator antenna demonstrated a significant alteration
in its performance, including radiation patterns and realized gain, under different bending
angles and when it was placed on different parts of the body. These results explain the less
existing conformal dielectric resonator antennas for wearable applications in the literature.

In [134], a multiband textile-based rectangular microstrip patch antenna for sub-6 GHz
5G communication application is presented. The antenna is employed with annular and
U-Shaped slots etched on the center and edge of the patch, respectively, to achieve the
multiband operating frequencies at 0.85, 2.2, and 3.5 GHz. The desired surface current distri-
butions and bandwidth enhancement are obtained by utilizing a meandering ground plane
on the rear side of the antenna. While the work did not include measured results for verifi-
cation, the utilized algorithm of the Coral Reef’s optimization technique has demonstrated
promising numerical results, which encourage the antenna designers to use such algo-
rithms and artificial intelligence (AI) [135] optimization techniques to tune and optimize
5G wearable antennas for obtaining an efficient and high-performance wearable antenna.

A conductive graphene-based conformal and low-profile dual-band Vivaldi antenna
is reported in [136] for 5G WiFi applications. The antenna configuration is shown in
Figure 23a,b, which comprises an open circuit half-wave and split-ring-resonator to obtain
the dual-band operating frequencies at 2.4–2.45 and 5.51–7 GHz. The antenna achieved
a maximum measured gain of 6.8 dBi, as can be seen in Figure 23c. As mentioned earlier,
the important features of the wearable antenna are the stable performance with minimum
degradation of operating frequency and radiation patterns when the antenna is bent or
twisted. This antenna demonstrated a similar operating frequency with minimal shift
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and stable radiation patterns under different bending conditions, as can be seen from the
measured results in Figure 23d,e.

Figure 23. (a,b) Fabricated prototype and (c–e) some results of the conductive graphene-based
conformal dual-band Vivaldi antenna [136].

A transparent polymer-based and compact multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
antenna is presented in [137] for 5G smart wearable and remote devices. The antenna
has utilized new promising nanotechnology of Nickel metallic mesh as a conductor. The
antenna featured a compact size with a transparent look, high conductivity of nano-nickel
metallic mesh, and high mechanical stability. The antenna has achieved 93% efficiency and
below −20 dB isolation over the operating frequency band of 4.4–5 GHz. The utilization
of such new flexible conductive materials at nanoscale particles and flexible transparent
dielectrics are encouraging and could lead to highly efficient wearable smart antennas for
next-generation technologies. There are a few other antennas that are based on transparent
polymer substrates that were reported in [138–140].

3.4.2. mm-Wave 5G Wearable Antennas

The limitation of the spectrum at the lower microwave frequencies calls for the utiliza-
tion of the available spectrum at higher mm-wave frequencies for 5G technology, including
5G wearable antennas [117]. Nevertheless, the utilization of such high frequencies will
result in greater propagation losses. Therefore, 5G wearable antennas are required to
be highly directive with higher gain to minimize this issue and to ensure the mm-wave
wearable antennas have the required operating competence. In this subsection, an overview
of exiting mm-wave 5G wearable antennas is presented.
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An early work on mm-wave antenna for off-body 5G application is described in [141].
The 60-GHz mm-wave band was selected to investigate the electromagnetic exposure
of body-mounted antennas and their effect on the human body. The work includes the
analysis of antenna array with three different feeding structures on the human body and
compared their performances and user exposure. It concluded that the presence of a metal
ground plane reduced the electromagnetic exposure by 70 and 8 times in terms of peak
and averaged levels. It also helps to reduce the sensitivity of the reflection coefficient
when the antenna is mounted on a human body. Though this investigation utilized a
conventional rigid antenna, it has emphasized several important factors that need to be
considered when designing a highly sensitive mm-wave wearable antenna. These include
safety aspects and limitations of some traditional techniques due to the higher sensitivity
of the mm-wave antennas to the human body. A flexible reconfigurable MIMO mm-
wave wearable antenna that can be controlled to operate at selected frequencies between
26.5–40 GHz is introduced in [142]. The presented antenna is comprised of a T-shape
radiating element fixed in a rectangular cut aperture on the ground plane, as can be seen
in Figure 24a–c. The radiating element is incorporated with two slots on each side and
electronic switches. The antenna was manufactured using inkjet printing technology on
a thin flexible polyethylene-terephthalate film. The free-space measured results of the
described mm-wave MIMO antenna showed a stable reflection coefficient and a radiation
pattern with peak gain of 6.2 dBi and isolation below −20 dB between the two elements.
Despite the stable performance on the free-space environment, the performance of the
antenna was not tested in close vicinity of a human body to verify the antenna performance
stability for actual implementation.
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S. Jilani et al. [143] introduced a wideband mm-wave liquid crystal polymer-based
flexible antenna array for 5G wireless network application. The antenna comprised two-
element arrays of rectangular side-tapered patches fed using coplanar-waveguide-fed
(CPW) and corporate transmission line techniques. To achieve appropriate coupling and
attain good impedance matching, two additional small stubs were introduced on the CP.
The antenna was manufactured using an advanced method of laser-milling and inkjet
printing technologies on a thin flexible polymer film. The measurement result of reflection
coefficients shows that the antenna exhibits a wideband over 26–40 GHz with a maximum
gain of 11 dBi at 35 GHz. However, there are no verifications on the performance of
the antenna in close vicinity with the human body. A similar fabrication inkjet printing
technology is utilized with a conventional structure dipole array antenna for emerging 5G
medical applications and is described in [144]. The reported antenna operates at 23–30 GHz.
Though there was obvious variation between simulated and measured results due to the
fabrication tolerances as mentioned by the authors, the performance of the antenna in terms
of gain, radiation patterns and reflection coefficient is satisfactory. Further investigation
and analysis of the safety aspect and bending and twisting when the antenna is close to the
human body is required.
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EL Wissem et al. [145] reported a conformal mm-wave textile-based antenna operating
at 26 GHz for 5G cellular applications. The antenna was incorporated with an electromag-
netic bandgap (EBG) structure that was placed around the patch. The EBG has improved
the gain and efficiency of the antenna by 2.5 dB and 7% compared to without EBG. The EBG
structure also reduced the specific absorption rate (SAR) by 70% to within the acceptable
safe level exposure.

A circularly polarized mm-wave wearable antenna for 5G wearable application is
introduced by Ubaid et al. [146] (see Figure 25). The antenna was based on a straight
microstrip transmission line printed on one side, and the EM energy is coupled to a square
patch on the other side through a V-shape slot aperture. The circular polarization feature is
achieved by parallel alignment of the patch edges to each arm of the V-shape slots with
orthogonal arms. This configuration results in a compact size antenna with a wideband
and high gain CP antenna operating at the frequency band of 27.2–30.5 GHz. The antenna
also achieved a stable 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth over 27.3–29.7 with a maximum gain of
11 dBi and 90% efficiency. The antenna also attained stable and directional electromagnetic
radiations. Despite the compact topology and good performance, this work is missing an
SAR analysis to evaluate the energy exposure for safety purposes.
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Figure 25. (a) Geometry and fabricated photo of the antenna, and (b) axial ratio results of the
introduced circularly polarized mm-wave wearable antenna for 5G wearable application [146].

More recently, a textile-based mm-wave wearable antenna was introduced in [147]. The
antenna operates at higher-order mode covering the frequency band of 24.9–31 GHz. The
antenna demonstrated a measured gain of 8.2 dBi. An array of 13 × 13 elements was also
evaluated to explore the efficacy of receiving power, and the numerical results illustrated
the potential for up to six times higher power reception compared to a conventional patch.
Overall, the existing wearable antennas for 5G applications that are described in this review
show the advancements and efforts that were put forward by researchers in this field to
address most of the challenges of wearable antennas for the emerging technologies of the
5G and 6G eras.

4. Conclusions

In this article, the potential 6G communication system and its key features have been
summarized. It has been presented that the next generations (5G/B5G/6G) of communi-
cation systems and wearable technologies will aim to achieve high data rates, ultra-high
security, low-energy consumption, broadband internet everywhere, and massive connec-
tions of IoT. Since those systems will be a mixture of many services employing many
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frequency spectrums (Sub- 6 GHz, mm-wave, and THz), it is challenging to accommodate
a greater number of antennas into a single device. Thus, the current state-of-the-art 5G
antennas and arrays are summarized to show a way forward to upcoming communication
systems. At the end of the article, the key features and requirements of the wearable
antennas for next-generation technology were also presented.
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